Abstract—This paper proposes a visual cryptography by random grids scheme with identifiable shares. The method encodes an image \( O \) in two shares that exhibits the following features: (1) each generated share has the same scale as \( O \), (2) any share singly has noise-like appearance that reveals no secret information on \( O \), (3) the secrets can be revealed by superimposing the two shares, (4) folding a share up can disclose some identification patterns, and (5) both of the secret information and the designated identification patterns are recognized by naked eye without any computation. The property to show up identification patterns on folded shares establishes a simple and friendly interface for users to manage the numerous shares created by VC schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 1995, Naor and Shamir [1] proposed an image-based secret protection method, named visual cryptography (VC), to share an image among multiple participants. In the \((t, n)\)-threshold VC scheme, an input image is encoded to \( n \) shares such that any subset of \( t \) \((2 \leq t \leq n)\) or more shares can disclose the secret recorded on the original image, but no secret information can be revealed from any \( t-1 \) or fewer shares. The created shares of a VC scheme usually consist of many noisy black dots that are printed on transparent slides, and dispatched one for each to the participants. A fascinating property of the VC technique is that the decoding process is carried out by inspecting the superimposed shares using naked eye without any computer computation. Attracted with the property of maintaining invariant size of each generated RG with the original image in Kafri and Keren’s method, Shyu [14,15] comprehensively explored the features of RGs, and proposed separate image encryption methods using RGs for bi-level, grey-level and color images. Chen and Tsao [16] also designed VC scheme by RGs in which the size of each generated share is the same as the input image, their method is based on the graceful designed recursively encoding procedures to generate the shares one by one. Some other VC schemes using the concept of RGs can also be found in [17].

The above VC by RGs schemes [10–17] can be applied to distribute a secret image among multiple shares with each share has same size as the input image, and the secrets on the input image can be revealed and recognized by naked eye by superimposing the shares; however, the management of the noise-look shares is a problem. For example, consider the four shares shown in Fig. 1, in which (a) and (b) are the two shares of an image, and (c) and (d) are the shares of other images. If the four shares are out of order, the user must try all possible \( \binom{4}{2} = 6 \) combination ways (as shown in Fig. 2) to superimpose two of the four shares to reveal the image. It is a tedious work and the problem becomes troublesome when the number of shares gets larger.

Fig. 1 Four noise-look shares created by VC scheme.

Section II. A nice property of their method is that each generated RG has the same scale as the input image, which is one of the glamorous characteristics purchased by many VC designers [11–13] during the past decade. Attracted with the property of maintaining invariant size of each generated RG with the original image in Kafri and Keren’s method, Shyu [14,15] comprehensively explored the features of RGs, and proposed separate image encryption methods using RGs for bi-level, grey-level and color images. Chen and Tsao [16] also designed VC scheme by RGs in which the size of each generated share is the same as the input image, their method is based on the graceful designed recursively encoding procedures to generate the shares one by one. Some other VC schemes using the concept of RGs can also be found in [17].
The aim of this study is to develop a VC by RGs scheme such that some designated identification patterns can be disclosed from a single share, it can provide the users with a friendly interface to manage the numerous noise-look shares created by VC schemes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the picture encryption by RGs scheme proposed by Kafri and Keren [9]. The details of the proposed VC by RGs with user-friendly shares scheme are described in Section III. The experiment results are shown in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are made in Section V.

II. KAFRI AND KEREN’S PICTURE ENCRYPTION BY RANDOM GRIDS

Kafri and Keren [9] proposed a one-step decoding method to encrypt binary pictures and shapes. They defined a random grid (RG) as a transparency comprising a two-dimensional array of fully transparent or totally opaque pixels, with the two types of pixels are equally like to occur. In their definition, the average light transmission rate (i.e. the percentage of transparency dots) of a RG is 1/2, and there is no correlation between neighboring pixels in the RG. Superimposing two RGs with the same scale results in three different light transmission rates: (1) When the two RGs are independent, the average light transmission rate is 1/4; (2) When the two RGs are identical, the average light transmission rate is 1/2; and (3) When the two RGs are complementary each other, the average light transmission rate is 0.

They suggested three methods to encrypt a binary image $O$ in two RGs, $G_1$ and $G_2$, in such a way that each RG singly reveals no secret information about $O$, but superimposing $G_1$ and $G_2$ pixel by pixel can reveal the patterns on $O$. We summarized the steps of the three coding methods below.

Algorithm I

Step 1. Generate $G_1$ as a RG with same scale as $O$ by assigning value 0 (transparent dot) or 1 (black dot) to each pixel of $G_1$ randomly, with the probabilities for the two alternatives are the same, i.e., $\text{Prob}(0)=\text{prob}(1)=1/2$.

Step 2. Generate $G_2$ as a RG with same scale as $O$ using one of the following two substeps:

Step 2.1. If the pixel at position $(i,j)$ of $O$ has value 0, the pixel located on $(i,j)$ of $G_2$ is copied from the pixel at position $(i,j)$ of $G_1$.

Step 2.2. If the pixel at position $(i,j)$ of $O$ has value 1, the pixel located on $(i,j)$ of $G_2$ takes the complement value of the pixel at position $(i,j)$ of $G_1$.

Algorithm II

Step 1. Generate $G_1$ as a RG with same scale as $O$ by assigning value 0 (transparent dot) or 1 (black dot) to each pixel of $G_1$ randomly, with the probabilities for the two alternatives are the same.

Step 2. Generate $G_2$ as a RG with same scale as $O$ using one of the following two substeps:

Step 2.1. If the pixel at position $(i,j)$ of $O$ has value 0, the pixel located on $(i,j)$ of $G_2$ is copied from the pixel at position $(i,j)$ of $G_1$.

Step 2.2. If the pixel at position $(i,j)$ of $O$ has value 1, the pixel located on $(i,j)$ of $G_2$ takes the value 0 or 1 randomly, with $\text{Prob}(0)=\text{prob}(1)=1/2$.

Algorithm III

Step 1. Generate $G_1$ as a RG with same scale as $O$ by assigning value 0 (transparent dot) or 1 (black dot) to each pixel of $G_1$ randomly, with the probabilities for the two alternatives are the same.

Step 2. Generate $G_2$ as a RG with same scale as $O$ using one of the following two substeps:

Step 2.1: If the pixel at position $(i,j)$ of $O$ has value 0, the pixel located on $(i,j)$ of $G_2$ takes the value 0 or 1 randomly, with $\text{Prob}(0)=\text{prob}(1)=1/2$.

Step 2.2: If the pixel at position $(i,j)$ of $O$ has value 1, the pixel located on $(i,j)$ of $G_2$ takes the complement value of the pixel at position $(i,j)$ of $G_1$.

Figure 3 shows an encoding example of Kafri and Keren’s three picture encryption algorithms. Panel (a) is the secret image, and the two encoded shares and their superimposing result by Kafri and Keren’s algorithms I, II, and III are shown in panels (b)–(d), (e)–(g), and (h)–(j), respectively. We can see that the YZU logo appear on the superimposed images. Let the contrast be defined as the absolute difference of light transmission rates between black dot area and white dot area on the stacked RGs. It can easy to evaluate that the contrasts in the three algorithms are 1/2, 1/4, and 1/4, respectively.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD

The goal of the proposed visual cryptographic scheme is to conceal the secret image $O$ in two noise-like shares, in which any share singly gets no secret information on $O$, but superimposing the two shares can reveal the patterns on $O$. One new characteristic of the proposed scheme is that some identification patterns can be disclosed by folding a share up, which facilitates the user to identify and manage the noise-look shares. To meet the above requirement, a secret image $O$ and two identification images $D_1$ and $D_2$ are manipulated in a sharing instance. The three images are encoded in two shares $S_1$ and $S_2$ which exhibits the following properties: (1) each share is a RG with the same size as $O$, (2) the content of $O$ can be revealed by superimposing $S_1$ and $S_2$, (3) folding up a share will disclose some associated identification patterns. A pictorial illustration for encoding the secret image $O$ and two identification images $D_1$ and $D_2$ in two shares $S_1$ and $S_2$ using the proposed scheme are depicted in Fig. 4. Details of the proposed method are described below.

(a) If the pixel at position $(i, j)$ on bottom half part of $O$ has value 0, the pixel located on $(i, j)$ of $S_1$ is copied from the pixel at position $(i, j)$ of $S_2$; otherwise, the pixel located on $(i, j)$ of $S_1$ takes the complement value of the pixel at $S_2$. 

![Fig. 4. A pictorial illustration for encoding a secret image $O$ and two identification images $D_1$ and $D_2$ in two shares $S_1$ and $S_2$ using the proposed VC scheme.](image-url)
position \((i, j)\) of \(S_2\).

(b) If the pixel at position \((i, j)\) on top half part of \(O\) has value 0, the pixel located on \((i, j)\) of \(S_1\) is copied from the pixel at position \((i, j)\) of \(S_2\); otherwise, the pixel located on \((i, j)\) of \(S_2\) takes the complement value of the pixel at position \((i, j)\) of \(S_1\).

Method 2

(a) If the pixel at position \((i, j)\) on bottom half part of \(O\) has value 0, the pixel located on \((i, j)\) of \(S_1\) is copied from the pixel at position \((i, j)\) of \(S_2\); otherwise, the pixel located on \((i, j)\) of \(S_1\) takes the value 0 or 1 randomly, with \(\text{Prob}(0)=\text{Prob}(1)=1/2\).

(b) If the pixel at position \((i, j)\) on top half part of \(O\) has value 0, the pixel located on \((i, j)\) of \(S_2\) is copied from the pixel at position \((i, j)\) of \(S_1\); otherwise, the pixel located on \((i, j)\) of \(S_2\) takes the value 0 or 1 randomly, with \(\text{Prob}(0)=\text{Prob}(1)=1/2\).

Method 3

(a) If the pixel at position \((i, j)\) on bottom half part of \(O\) has value 0, the pixel located on \((i, j)\) of \(S_1\) takes the value 0 or 1 randomly, with \(\text{Prob}(0)=\text{Prob}(1)=1/2\); otherwise, the pixel located on \((i, j)\) of \(S_1\) takes the complement value of the pixel at position \((i, j)\) of \(S_2\).

(b) If the pixel at position \((i, j)\) on top half part of \(O\) has value 0, the pixel located on \((i, j)\) of \(S_2\) takes the value 0 or 1 randomly, with \(\text{Prob}(0)=\text{Prob}(1)=1/2\); otherwise, the pixel located on \((i, j)\) of \(S_2\) takes the complement value of the pixel at position \((i, j)\) of \(S_1\).

The decoding process of the proposed scheme is conducted as simple as the traditional visual cryptographic scheme does, the secrets on \(O\) can be revealed and recognized by superimposing the two shares \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) without any computation. Notably, when fold up a single share \(S_1\) (or \(S_2\), the patterns on the associated identification image \(D_1\) (or \(D_2\)) will appear on the folded image, which can be perceived by naked eye and provides useful information for helping users to identify and manage the noise-look shares created in VC schemes.

In the above method of VC by RG with identifiable shares, the size of each of the two identification images \(D_1\) and \(D_2\) is a quarter size of the secret image \(O\), which results in the scale of each of the two generated shares \(S_1\) and \(S_2\) is the same as \(O\). The security property of a single share in this configuration is discussed below. Without loss of generality, let us examine the security property of share \(S_1\), the security of share \(S_2\) can be analyzed in a similar way. Consider the top half part of \(S_1\), it is constructed by two RGs, one is the first share of \(D_1\) and another is the reflection of the second share of \(D_1\). It is clearly that the top half part of \(S_1\) can reveal the patterns on \(D_1\) by folding it up about y-axis, but it contains no information about the secret image \(O\) and the identification image \(D_2\). However, the bottom half part of \(S_1\) is derived from that of \(O\) and \(S_2\), where the pixels on the bottom half part of \(S_1\) are correlated in such a way that folding it up about y-axis can reveal the patterns on \(D_2\). Hence, if the three pixels at the same position on the left-bottom quarter image of \(O\), the right-bottom quarter image of \(O\), and \(D_2\) are all message pixels, the pixel at the corresponding position on the folded image of \(S_1\) will also exhibit a message pixel. Figure 5 shows an encoding illustration to depict this phenomenon, where some extra regular patterns are appeared on the bottom half of the folded result of \(S_1\) and the top half of the folded result of \(S_2\). It not only introduces some unnecessary visual patterns on the folded share but also causes security problem to the proposed VC scheme.

![Fig. 5 An illustration of the noise regular patterns occurs on the folded shares. (a) The secret image. (b)(c) Two identification images. (d)(e) Two encoded shares. (f) The superimposing result of the two shares. (g)(h) The folded results of the two shares.](image-url)

The above mentioned problem can be avoided by applying the following rules to create the patterns on the identification images. For a pixel at position \((i, j)\) on identification image \(D_1\), if the two pixels on the same location \((i, j)\) on the top-left quarter and top-right quarter of \(O\) are all message pixels, the position of the pixel is defined as an unsafe position; otherwise, the position is a safe position. The patterns of identification image \(D_1\) are limited to be designed on the areas of safe positions; Similar, for a pixel at position \((i, j)\) on identification image \(D_2\), if the two pixels on the same location \((i, j)\) on the bottom-left quarter and bottom-right quarter of \(O\) are all message pixels, the position of the pixel is defined as an unsafe position; otherwise, the position is a safe position. The patterns of identification image \(D_2\) are also limited to be recorded on the areas of safe positions. The above rules enable us to generate two identification images for our VC scheme in such a way that the folding of each generated share reveals only its associated identification patterns, and no secret information about the secret image \(O\) can be obtained in a single share. Figure 6
Figures 6 to 10 demonstrate the simulation results using the proposed encoding method I, II, and III, respectively, to encode the secret image and the two identification images shown in Fig. 7 in two shares. In these illustrations, panels (a) and (b) are the two generated shares. The size of each share is the same as that of the secret image, and they all have noisy appearance, the user cannot perceive any meaningful patterns on a single share. Panel (c) is the superimposing result of the two shares, where the YZU logo appears and can be seen by naked eyes. Panels (d) and (e) are the results of folding up the shares shown in Panels (a) and (b), respectively. In the proposed algorithms I and II, we can see the pattern “A1” on identification image 1 and pattern “A2” on identification image 2 all appear on the folded images. In the proposed algorithm III, the pattern “A1” is revealed by folding up share 1, while pattern “A2” is revealed by folding up share 2.
text “B1” appear on the folded image of share 1, and text “B2” appear on the folded image of shares.

Fig. 10 The simulation result of the proposed encoding method III in Experiment 1. (a)(b) Two generated shares. (c) Superimposing result of (a) and (b). (d) The folded result of (a). (e) The folded result of (b).

Fig. 11 Another encoding example of the proposed method. (a) the secret image, (b) (c) two identification images, (d) (e) two created shares, (f) the superimposed result of the two shares.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A VC by RGs with identifiable shares scheme is proposed in this paper. The proposed scheme owns the same properties as RG-based VC schemes reported in the literature that (1) each generated share is a noise-like RG with the same scale as the original image; (2) a RG singly reveals no secret information while superimposing two RGs reveals the secret patterns on the original image; and (c) the secrets are recognized using naked eye without any computation. Notably, a new characteristic of the proposed scheme is that some designated identification patterns can be revealed by folding a share up and recognized by naked eye easily. The identification patterns can be serve as helpful information for user to identify certain share among many noise-look ones quickly. It provides an easy-to-manage environment for the VC applications where many shares with the same material and scale are created and exhibited.
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